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AUTHORS & TITLES 
 
Bruen, Ken: GALWAY GIRL (Mysterious Press, November 2019): Fiction. The latest novel in 
Ireland’s most distinctive crime fiction series, Galway Girl finds former Garda Jack Taylor up against 
a deadly woman who reminds him of someone from his past—and the consequences quickly 
become personal. 
 
Burke, Alafair: THE BETTER SISTER (HarperCollins, Hardcover release April 16, 2019): Fiction.  
From the New York Times bestselling author of the runaway hit The Wife comes another twisty tale of 
domestic noir. When a prominent Manhattan lawyer is murdered, two estranged sisters—one the 
dead man’s widow, the other his ex—must set aside mistrust and old resentments . . . but can they 
escape their past? 
 
Burke, James Lee: THE NEW IBERIA BLUES (Simon & Schuster, January 2019): Fiction.  The 
shocking death of a young woman leads Detective Dave Robicheaux into the dark corners of 
Hollywood, the mafia, and the backwoods of Louisiana in this gripping mystery from “modern 
master” (Publishers Weekly) James Lee Burke. 

Inbinder, Gary: THE MAN UPON THE STAIR (Pegasus, February 2018): Fiction. Chief 
Inspector Achille Lefebvre returns from a much-needed vacation to find that there are assassins on 
his tail and, as if that weren’t enough, one of France’s wealthiest men has gone missing without a 
trace… 

McAlpine, Gordon: HOLMES ENTANGLED (Seventh Street Books, 2018): Fiction. A retired 
Sherlock Holmes, now in his seventies and disguised as a Cambridge professor, is dramatically 
disturbed one day when a modestly successful author in his late-sixties named Arthur Conan Doyle 
comes to call. Conan Doyle, notable only for his historical romances, science fiction, and a three-
volume history of the Boer War (but no detective tales), knows somehow of the false professor’s 
true identity. To Holmes’s surprise, he asks for help in solving a case that strains the limits of 
credulity by suggesting the existence of parallel worlds. 
 
Rickstad, Eric: WHAT REMAINS OF HER (William Morrow, 2018): From the New York 
Times best-selling author of The Silent Girls comes this chilling, harrowing thriller set in rural Vermont 
about a recluse who believes the young girl he’s found in the woods is the reincarnation of his 
missing daughter, returned to help him solve her and his wife’s disappearance. 
 
Worrall, Simon: THE VERY WHITE OF LOVE (HQ, HarperCollins UK, June 2018)  
Torn apart by war, their letters meant everything…The Very White of Love is a powerful story of love and 
war, based on genuine letters. Perfect for readers who enjoyed My Dear, I Wanted to Tell You and Suite 
Française. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 

KEN BRUEN 
www.fantasticfiction.com/b/ken-bruen/ 
 
Galway Girl (Mysterious Press, November 2019). Edited manuscript is available.   
Foreign Rights: Head of Zeus/UK 
 
 
 
 

In the Galway Silence (Grove 
Atlantic/Mysterious Press, November 2018) 
 
The latest novel in Ireland’s most 
distinctive crime fiction series, In the 
Galway Silence, finds former cop Jack 
Taylor up against a vigilante assassin who 
goes by the name “Silence”—and the 
consequences quickly become personal. 
 
Ken Bruen has been called “hard to resist, 
with his aching Irish heart, silvery tongue, and 
bleak noir sensibility” (The New York Times 
Book Review). His prose is as characteristically 
sharp as his outlook in the latest Jack Taylor 
novel, In the Galway Silence. 
       After much tragedy and violence, Jack 
Taylor has at long last landed at contentment. 
Of course, he still knocks back too much 
Jameson and dabbles in uppers, but he has a 
new woman in his life, a freshly bought 
apartment, and little sign of trouble on the 
horizon. Once again, trouble comes to him, 
this time in the form of a wealthy Frenchman 
who wants Jack to investigate the double-
murder of his twin sons. Jack is meanwhile 
roped into looking after his girlfriend’s nine-
year-old son, and is in for a shock with the 
appearance of a character out of his past. The 

plot is one big chess game and all of the pieces seem to be moving at the behest of one dangerously 
mysterious player: a vigilante called “Silence,” because he’s the last thing his victims will ever hear. 
 
This is Ken Bruen at his most darkly humorous, his most lovably bleak, as he shows us the meaning 
behind a proverb of his own design: “the Irish can abide almost anything save silence.” 
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PRAISE FOR IN THE GALWAY SILENCE 

 
“They don’t come much tougher than Ken Bruen’s Irish roughneck, Jack Taylor, a man with bad 
habits who does good despite himself.”—Marilyn Stasio, The New York Times Book Review 
 
“[Bruen] writes like an angel, a fearsome one such as he describes here, but one that you will want to 
keep and have close to you...A stunning experience from beginning to end, In the Galway Silence 
surpasses even Bruen’s usual superlative standards.”—Bookreporter 
 
“Bruen’s enormous strength as a stylist…Stripped, bare, naked, it never fails to deliver a solid, 
devastating punch when one is required. Bruen has even invented a way to convey what a reader 
new to the series really should know in less than a page and fewer than two hundred words. As 
November comes around and Jack Taylor makes his annual reappearance, I usually wonder if this 
time Jack will at last be relieved of his Sisyphean tasks and rest. While I wish that Jack could at last 
find peace, I am always ready to accompany him on his endless circling of the sinkhole of 
despair.”—Reviewing the Evidence  
 
“Jack, as fans of this long-running series know all too well, has a gift for blarney, for plain speaking, 
for poetic melancholy, for downing shots of Jameson’s without ice, and for pregnant one-word 
paragraphs….A tough, tender, sorrowful tour of the Bruen aquarium, with all manner of fantastic 
creatures swimming in close proximity and touching only the fellow creatures they want to devour. 
Just don’t get too attached to the supporting cast or read this installment just before a trip to 
Galway.”—Kirkus Reviews  
 
“Powered by nonstop action and acerbic wit, [In the Galway Silence] is—like the pints of Guinness 
that the saga’s existentially tortured, pill-popping antihero consumes on a daily basis—unfathomably 
dark. [Jack Taylor is] a deeply flawed but endearing character whose suffering is both tragic and 
transformative.” —Publishers Weekly 
  

 
PRAISE FOR KEN BRUEN AND THE JACK TAYLOR SERIES 

 
 
“A remarkable book from a singular talent.” —Publishers Weekly, on The Killing of the Tinkers 
  
“Bruen remains on the mountaintop of contemporary Irish noir. Sprightly, elliptical prose is a 
plus.”  —Publishers Weekly 
 
 “Taylor is a classic figure: an ex-cop turned seedy private eye . . . The book’s pleasure comes from 
listening to Taylor’s eloquent rants, studded with references to songs and books. His voice is wry 
and bittersweet, but somehow always hopeful.” —Seattle Times, on Green Hell  
 
“One of the most sublime pleasures in crime fiction is reading a new book by Ken Bruen . . . This is 
real writing, the likes of which we are blessed to behold.”—Strand Magazine, on Purgatory  
 
“Ken Bruen doesn’t need a lot of words to tell his tales of perpetually falling Irish angel Jack 
Taylor—he knows the right ones. Bruen gets more done in a paragraph, a word, even a fragment of 
a word, than most writers get in an entire four-hundred-page doorstop. If his prose was any sharper, 
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your eyeballs would bleed.”—Mystery Scene, on Green Hell  
 
“The things Jack witnesses these days . . . would cause a saint to go blind. And Jack, whose heroism 
is fueled by ‘plain old-fashioned rage, bile and bitterness,’ is no saint. Never was, never will be. 
Amen.”—The New York Times Book Review, on Purgatory  
 
“Ken Bruen . . . writes in machine gun fashion, his words verbal bullets that rip through the veneer 
of the safe bourgeois Catholic society in which he was reared . . . The acerbic wit and off-the-wall 
comments throughout all the books are somewhat reminiscent of the work of Raymond Chandler 
and Peter Cheyenne.”—Irish Independent, on Green Hell 
 
 
 
ABOUT THE AUTHOR 
 
Ken Bruen received a doctorate in metaphysics, taught 
English in South Africa, and then became a crime 
novelist. The critically acclaimed author of eleven 
previous Jack Taylor novels and The White Trilogy, he is 
the recipient of two Barry Awards and two Shamus 
Awards and has twice been a finalist for the Edgar 
Award. He lives in Galway, Ireland. 
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ALAFAIR BURKE 
www.alafairburke.com 

The Better Sister (HarperCollins, 
Hardcover release: April 16, 2019) 
 
UK / Faber – pub: mid-April 2019 
Germany / Aufbau Verlag 
Czech Republic / Grada Publishing 
Italy / Piemme 
 
 
From Alafair Burke—New York 
Times bestselling author of the 
runaway hit The Wife—comes 
another twisty tale of domestic 
noir. When a prominent 
Manhattan lawyer is murdered, 
two estranged sisters—one the 
dead man’s widow, the other his 
ex-wife—must set aside mistrust 
and old resentments . . . but can 
they escape their past? 
 
Though Chloe was the younger of the 
two Taylor sisters, she always seemed 
to be in charge. She was the honor 
roll student with big dreams and an 
even bigger work ethic. Nicky was 
always restless . . . and more than a 
little reckless—the opposite of her 
ambitious little sister. She floated 
from job to job and man to man and 
stayed close to home in Cleveland. 
 
For a while, it seemed like both 

sisters had found happiness. Chloe earned a scholarship to an Ivy League school and moved to New 
York City, where she landed a coveted publishing job. Nicky married promising young attorney 
Adam McIntosh and gave birth to a baby boy they named Ethan. The Taylor sisters became virtual 
strangers. 
 
Now, more than fifteen years later, their lives are drastically different—and Chloe is married to 
Adam. When he’s murdered by a masked intruder at the couple’s East Hampton beach house, Chloe 
reluctantly allows her teenaged stepson’s biological mother—her estranged sister, Nicky—back into 
her life. But when the police begin to treat Ethan as a suspect in his father’s death, the two sisters 
are forced to unite . . . and to confront the truth behind family secrets they have tried to bury in the 
past. 
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KEY SELLING POINTS:  
• This novel is the third standalone for Burke. The Wife was a critical and sales success: In its 

first four weeks of publication, sales were up 63% over The Ex, and 355% over the book 
before that. Another compulsively readable subject in the popular domestic suspense genre, 
The Better Sister has all the hallmarks that made The Wife and The Ex hits and is sure to further 
Burke’s growing popularity and success. 

• In a bidding war, Amazon Studios won the rights to make a feature film based on The Wife. 
• With The Ex, The Wife, and now The Better Sister, Alafair Burke has established herself as one 

of today’s leading suspense writers, following in the successful path of Gillian Flynn, Ruth 
Ware, Paula Hawkins, B.A. Paris, and Megan Miranda. 

• Burke’s collaboration with Mary Higgins Clark on the best-selling Under Suspicion series 
continues to expand her profile. 

• The audio edition of The Wife hit the New York Times’s monthly audio bestseller list. 
 

Praise for The Better Sister 
 
“The fans who put Burke’s last domestic thriller on the bestseller list are going to be happy with this 
one, a gimmick-free murder mystery with a two-stage surprise ending and uncommonly few 
credibility straining plot elements…. You’ll kill this one fast and be glad you did.” —Kirkus 
 
“If you love twisty thrillers like we do, you won’t want to miss The Better Sister.” —BookBub 
 
“Mesmerizing.... Burke paints a poignant portrait of sisterhood and sacrifice with this twist-riddled, 
character-driven whodunit.” (Publishers Weekly) 
 
 

ABOUT THE AUTHOR   
 
Alafair Burke is a New York Times best-selling author 
whose most recent novels include The Wife and The Ex, 
which was nominated for the Edgar Award for best 
novel. She also co-authors the best-selling Under 
Suspicion series with Mary Higgins Clark. A former 
prosecutor, Burke now teaches criminal law and lives in 
Manhattan and East Hampton. Her books have been 
translated into 12 languages by: Bulgaria/ Ergon, 
Italy/Newton Compton, France/Telemaque, 
Germany/DTV, Russia/Book Club 36.6, 
Turkey/Altinbilek Yayincilik, Czech Republic/BB Art, 
Spain/Roca, Hungary Kulinária Japan/Bungeishunju, 
Thailand/Amarin, Norway/Giga and Schibsted, 
Poland/ Replika. And in the UK: Orion and Avon. 
Foreign Rights for  THE WIFE:  
UK / Faber & Faber; Italy / Piemme; Israel / Kor’im Publishers; 
The Netherlands / Xander; Spain / Roca Editoria; l France / 
Presses de la Cite; Germany / Aufbau Verlag;   Hungary / Lettero 
Kiado; Czech Republic / Metafora; Slovac / Ikar  

Audio rights to Harper Audio / Film rights to Amazon Studios 
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JAMES LEE BURKE  
www.jamesleeburke.com 
 
 
Detective Dave Robicheaux’s world isn’t 
filled with too many happy stories, but 
Desmond Cormier’s rags-to-riches tale is 
certainly one of them. Robicheaux first met 
Cormier on the streets of New Orleans, 
when the young, undersized boy had foolish 
dreams of becoming a Hollywood director. 
 
Twenty-five years later, when Robicheaux 
knocks on Cormier’s door, it isn’t to 
congratulate him on his Golden Globe and 
Academy Award nominations. Robicheaux 
has discovered the body of a young woman 
who’s been crucified, wearing only a small 
chain on her ankle. She disappeared near 
Cormier’s Cyrpemort Point estate, and 
Robicheaux, along with young deputy, Sean 
McClain, are looking for answers. Neither 
Cormier nor his enigmatic actor friend 
Antoine Butterworth are saying much, but 
Robicheaux knows better. 
 
As always, Clete Purcel and Dave’s 
daughter, Alafair, have Robicheaux’s back. 
Clete witnesses the escape of Texas inmate, 
Hugo Tillinger, who may hold the key to 
Robicheaux’s case. As they wade further 
into the investigation, they end up in the 
crosshairs of the mob, the deranged Chester Wimple, and the dark ghosts Robicheaux has been 
running from for years. Ultimately, it’s up to Robicheaux to stop them all, but he’ll have to summon 
a light he’s never seen or felt to save himself, and those he loves. 
 
Stephen King hailed New York Times best-selling author James Lee Burke “as good as he ever was.” 
Now, with The New Iberia Blues, Burke proves that he “remains the heavyweight champ, a great 
American novelist whose work, taken individually or as a whole, is unsurpassed” (Michael Connelly). 

 
 
 

Praise for James Lee Burke and The New Iberia Blues 
 
 
“With his lush, visionary prose and timeless literary themes of loss and redemption, Burke is in full 
command in this outing for his aging but still capable hero.”—Publishers Weekly, Starred Review 
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“James Lee Burke is one of a small handful of elite suspense writers whose work transcends the 
genre, making the leap into capital-L Literature. You don’t have to get past the opening paragraph of 
The New Iberia Blues to see his mastery of the craft...I read it slowly, pausing from time to time to 
digest the first-rate prose, the atmospheric bayou setting and the complex interactions of people I 
feel I have known for 30-plus years.” —Bookpage 
 
“At 82, Burke just keeps getting better, his familiar theme of an idyllic past at war with a demon-
drenched present taking on more subtle levels of meaning…And, yet, there are signs of hope here—
even a glimmer of marriage between past and present—that give the novel a new dimension, but not 
before an all-stops-out finale with the power of cannon fire in the 1812 Overture.”—Booklist, 
Starred Review  
 
“Indeed, filled with spookiness, spirituality, and slayings a-plenty, this may be the best, most hard-to-
figure-out Robicheaux novel yet. Get your hands on it today, because The New Iberia Blues positively 
pops.”—The Guam Daily Post 
 
“Burke is an old hand at this game, and he juggles deeply flawed characters, several subplots, and 
dark humor with the vivid prose that draws comparisons to William Faulkner.”—New York Journal of 
Books 

 
 

Robicheaux (Simon & Schuster, January 
2018): Fiction.   
 
 
New York Times best seller James Lee Burke’s 
most beloved character, Dave Robicheaux, 
returns in this gritty, atmospheric mystery set in 
the towns and backwoods of Louisiana. 
 
Dave Robicheaux is a haunted man. From the 
acts he committed in Vietnam, to his battles 
with alcoholism, to the sudden loss of his 
beloved wife, Molly, his thoughts drift from one 
irreconcilable memory to the next. Images of 
ghosts pepper his reality. Robicheaux’s only 
beacon remains serving as a detective in New 
Iberia, Louisiana. 
 
It’s in that capacity that Robicheaux crosses 
paths with powerful mob boss, Tony Nemo. 
Tony has a Civil War sword he’d like to give to 
Levon Broussard, a popular local author whose 
books have been adapted into major Hollywood 
films. The sword’s history can be traced back to 
Broussard’s ancestors, and Tony figures it 
belongs to Levon. But Tony’s intentions aren’t 
so pure; he believes the gift will lead to a slice of 
Broussard’s lucrative film adaptations. Then 
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there’s Jimmy Nightengale, the young poster boy of New Orleans wealth and glamour. Jimmy’s fond 
of Levon’s work, and even fonder of his beautiful, enigmatic wife, Rowena. Tony thinks Jimmy can 
be a U.S. Senator someday and has the resources and clout to make it happen. There’s something 
off about the relationship between these three men, and after a vicious assault, it’s up to Robicheaux 
to uncover the truth. 
 
Complicating matters is the sudden death of T.J. Dartez, the New Iberian local responsible for 
Molly’s death. Robicheaux’s colleague, Spade Labiche, thinks Robicheaux had something to do with 
it. Robicheaux’s determined to clear his name. He’s not alone; his daughter, Alafair, along with his 
old friend, Clete Purcel are right by Robicheaux’s side as he searches for the killer, where a shocking  
discovery awaits. 
 
 
Translations 
  
James Lee Burke has been published in the following territories:  
 
Brazil/Editora Record 
Bulgaria/ Slovo & Prozoretz & Bard Publishing 
House 
China/ Shaanxi Normal University 
Croatia/Algoritam 
Czech Republic/ BB Art 
Denmark/Forlaget Hovedland 
Finland/Like, France/Editions Payot & Rivages 
Germany/RH-Goldmann, Heyne 
Greece/ Ellinika Grammata  
Indonesia/PT Gramedia 
Israel/ AM Oved Pub 
Italy / BaldiniCaldini & Medidiano Zero & 
Fenucci Editore (currently) 

Japan/ Kadokawa & Kodansha 
Netherlands/ Bzzrtoh & Luitin-Sijthoff & 
Verbum (currently) 
Norway/Fagbokforlaget 
Poland/Proszynski I S-ka 
Portugal/Classica Editora 
România/ S.C. Humanitas Fiction S.R.L 
Russia/ U-Factoria Pub,  
Serbia/Vydavatelki & Alfa Naroddana Kniga 
Spain/ RBA Libros 
Sweden/ Kriminalforlaget, Nortedts 
Taiwan / Marco Polo Press 
UK/ Orion Books

 
 
DAVE ROBICHEAUX NOVELS 
Swan Peak, The Tin Roof Blowdown, Pegasus Descending, Crusader’s Cross, Last Car to Elysian Fields, Jolie 
Blon’s Bounce, Purple Cane Road, Sunset Limited, Cadillac Jukebox, Burning Angel, Dixie City Jam, In the 
Electric Mist with Confederate Dead, A Stained White Radiance, A Morning for Flamingos, Black Cherry Blues, 
Heaven’s Prisoners, The Neon Rain, Robicheaux 
 
BILLY BOB HOLLAND NOVELS 
In the Moon of Red Ponies, Bitterroot, Heartwood, Cimarron Rose 
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ABOUT THE AUTHOR   
 
James Lee Burke, a rare winner of two Edgar Awards, is the author of 
twenty-seven previous novels and two collections of short stories. In 
2009, The Mystery Writers of America recognized him with their 
highest honor—the Grandmaster Award. He lives in Missoula, 
Montana. 
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MICHAEL CONNELLY  
www.michaelconnelly.com 
 
 

 
 
 
The Spitzer Agency proudly represents the foreign rights to Michael Connelly’s first seven books: 
 
THE BLACK ECHO 
THE BLACK ICE 
THE CONCRETE BLONDE 
THE LAST COYOTE 
THE POET 
TRUNK MUSIC  
BLOOD WORK 
 
Michael Connelly’s books have been translated into 40 languages and published around the world. 
His work is available in the following countries from these book publishers: 

Brazil: Record & Objectiva                                                                                                           
Bulgaria: Bard Publishing House                                                                                                  
Catalan: Editions 1984             
China: Qun Zhong Publishing House                                                          
Croatia: OK Publishers                                           
Czech Republic: Domino                                    
Denmark: Klim                              
Estonia: Eram Books                                                                                                                   
Finland: Gummerus           
France: Editions du Seuil and Calmann-Levy and Le Livre de Poche                                           
Germany: Droemer Knaur and Heyne                                                                                             
Greece: Harlenic Hellas                                                                                                       
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Hungary: Pesci Direkt KFT                                                                
Iceland: Edda                                                        
Indonesia: PT Gramedia                      
Israel/ Modan                                   
Italy: Edizioni Piemme                              
Japan: Hayakawa & Kodansha                                        
Korea: Random House Korea                                
Latvia: Kontinents                           
Lithuania: Jotema                         
Macedonia: Kultura Publishing                                                                                                
Marathi/sub-continent of India: Shriram Books                                                                                 
Mexico: Alianza de Novelas                                                                                                                 
The Netherlands:  De Boekerij.                                                                                                    
Norway: Gyldendal Norsk                                                                                                                
Poland: Albatros and Proszynski I S-ka                                                                                             
Portugal: Classica Editora / Gotica & Porto Editora                                                               
Romania: Orizonturi/Lider and Editura RAO                                                                                      
Russia: AST and Azbooka-Atticus  

Serbia: Laguna & Evro Guinti                                                                                            
Slovakia:  Slovart.                                                                                                                               
Slovenia: Ucila                                                                                
Spain: Roca Editorial and Open Road & Alianza de Novelas                                       
Sweden:  Norstedts                                                                                                                         
Taiwan: Linking                                           
Thailand: Amarin                               
Turkey: Altin Kitaplar & Remzi                          
Ukraine: Family Leisure/Hemiro 

 
 
About the Author 
 
Michael Connelly is the best-selling author of thirty-two novels and one work of non-fiction. With 
more than seventy-four million copies of his books sold worldwide and translated into forty foreign 
languages, he is one of the most successful writers working today. His very first novel, The Black 
Echo, won the prestigious Mystery Writers of America Edgar Award for Best First Novel in 1992. In 
2002, Clint Eastwood directed and starred in the movie adaptation of Connelly’s 1998 novel, Blood 
Work. In March 2011, the movie adaptation of his #1 best-selling novel The Lincoln Lawyer hit 
theaters worldwide, starring Matthew McConaughey as Mickey Haller. His most recent #1 New York 
Times best sellers include Dark Sacred Night, Two Kinds of Truth, The Late Show, The Wrong Side Of 
Goodbye, The Crossing, The Burning Room, The Gods of Guilt, and The Black Box. Connelly’s crime fiction 
career was honored with the Diamond Dagger from the CWA in 2018. 

Connelly is the executive producer of Bosch, an Amazon Studios original drama series based on his 
character Harry Bosch, starring Titus Welliver. Bosch streams on Amazon Prime Video. He is also 
the executive producer of the documentary films, Sound of Redemption: The Frank Morgan 
Story and Tales of the American. He divides his time between California and Florida. 
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GARY INBINDER 
garyinbinder.blogspot.com 
 
 

 
 
At the public execution of the anarchist assassin Laurent Moreau, the outgoing Chief Inspector 
warns his protégé, the newly promoted Lefebvre: “I’ve heard that some of Moreau’s cronies have 
sworn revenge. You don’t want to get killed your first week as chief.” 

Meanwhile, Lefebvre is charged with investigating the disappearance of the Baron de Livet, a brash 
millionaire with connections to Russian spies and a history of gambling, womanizing, and fighting in 
duels. The case is more complicated than it seems, of course, and Lefebvre and his team must make 
sense of a poisoned maid, an unidentifiable stage coach, and a missing briefcase full of cash. The 
Baron’s connection to the world of international espionage means that if the Inspector isn’t fast 
enough, the Baron’s disappearance might trigger a war. 

And Lefebvre mustn’t forget those stalking anarchists who are out for his blood, as he searches for 
the man who wasn’t there… 
 

The Man Upon the Stair 
 (Pegasus, 2018) 
 
 
Chief Inspector Achille Lefebvre returns 
from a much-needed vacation to find that 
there are assassins on his tail, and, as if that 
weren’t enough, one of France’s wealthiest 
men has gone missing without a trace… 

In The Man Upon the Stair, Gary Inbinder’s 
brilliant detective Achille Lefebvre returns to 
solve the mystery of a disappeared millionaire in 
the sensational, atmospheric world of fin-de-
siecle Paris. 
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The Hanged Man (Pegasus, August 2016)  
  
Like many fin de siecle Parisians, Inspector Achille 
Lefebvre is looking forward to a pleasant summer 
holiday at a seaside resort with his wife, Adele―but a 
body found hanging from a bridge in a public park 
interferes with the inspector's plans. 

Paris: July 1890. Inspector Achille Lefebvre and his wife 
Adele are enjoying their stay at a seaside resort―until a 
body found hanging from a bridge in a public park 
demands the Inspector's attention. 
 
Is it suicide or murder? A twisted trail of evidence draws 
Inspector Lefebvre into a shadowy underworld of 
international intrigue, espionage, and terrorism. Time is of 
the essence; pressure mounts on the Sureté to get results. 
Achille's chief orders him to work with his former partner, 
Inspector Rousseau, now in charge of a special unit in the 
newly formed political brigade. But can Achille trust the 
detective who let him down in another case? 

 
Inspector Lefebvre uses innovative forensics and a network of police spies to uncover a secret 
alliance, a scheme involving the sale of a cutting-edge high explosive, and an assassination plot that 
threatens to ignite a world war. 

 
 

REVIEWS FOR THE HANGED MAN 
 

 “A wonderfully atmospheric period policiere.” —The Wall Street Journal 
 
“A case every bit as baffling as the hero’s debut. Here’s hoping for another entry in this atmospheric 
series.”       – Kirkus Reviews 
 
 

Praise for The Devil in Montmartre 
 “Inbinder’s mystery debut shows Montmartre at its atmospheric best—inhabited by characters as 
diverse and devious as Paris can offer.”—Kirkus Reviews 
 
“Inbinder weaves a wonderful tale and his plotting and pacing are right on the money. Indications 
are that this is the first in a series, I certainly hope so as I would love to read more adventures with 
Inspector Lefebvre.” 
—Crimespree Magazine 
  
“Fin-de-siècle Paris comes brilliantly alive in The Devil in Montmartre. Gary Inbinder lays a plot as 
fascinating as the midnight streets of the Parisian Right Bank.”—Michael Wiley, Shamus Award-
winning author of A Bad Night’s Sleep 
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“Inbinder creates a whodunit that combines a killer plot with skillful characterization. Add 
Inbinder’s revelatory prose, and the reader comes away emotionally exhausted but exhilarated by the 
author’s first venture in the genre.”—The Richmond Times Dispatch 
 
ABOUT THE AUTHOR:  Gary Inbinder is a retired attorney who left the practice of law to write full-
time. His fiction, articles and essays have appeared in Bewildering Stories, Halfway Down the Stairs, The 
Absent Willow Review, Morpheus Tales, Touchstone Magazine and other publications. Inbinder is a member 
of The Historical Novel Society and Mystery Writers of America. He is also a member of the 
Bewildering Stories Editorial Review Board. His Inspector Lefebvre Series, The Devil in Montmartre 
(2014), The Hanged Man (2016) and The Man Upon the Stair (expected publication February 2018), is 
published by Pegasus Books. The Flower to the Painter (2011) and Confessions of the Creature (2012) are 
published by Fireship Press. 
 
 
 
 
GORDON MCALPINE 
gordonmcalpine.net 
 
Holmes Entangled: The Final Endeavor of Sherlock Holmes (Seventh Street Books, 2018)  
 
                                                                      A retired Sherlock Holmes, now in his seventies and 

disguised as a Cambridge professor, is dramatically 
disturbed one day when a modestly successful author in 
his late-sixties named Arthur Conan Doyle comes to 
call. This Conan Doyle, notable only for his historical 
romances, science fiction, and a three-volume history 
of the Boer War (but no detective tales), knows 
somehow of the false professor’s true identity. To 
Holmes’s surprise, he asks for help in solving a case 
that strains the limits of credulity by suggesting the 
existence of parallel worlds. 
 
Sherlock Holmes on one last adventure in 1920s’ 
London…employed by the author Arthur Conan 
Doyle? We might ask ourselves how such a thing can 
be possible. 
 
This tale is discovered in a long-forgotten manuscript 
in 1940s’ Buenos Aires. The librarian who finds it 
employs an Argentinian P.I. to help him grasp the 
deepest implications of the text. The story of the two 
Argentinians’ brief and ultimately violent encounter 
provides a hardboiled frame to the last endeavor of 
Sherlock Holmes. 
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Key Selling Points: 
 

• Trade Paperback Original 
• McAlpine’s Woman with a Blue Pencil was a 2016 Edgar Award Nominee for Best Paperback 

Original 
• McAlpine has become known for a signature “meta-mystery” style 

 
 

Praise for Holmes Entangled 
 

“[A] crafted tale of mysterious encounters, elaborate disguises, spiritualism, séances, quantum “[A] 
crafted tale of mysterious encounters, elaborate disguises, spiritualism, séances, quantum mechanics, 
the tiniest hint of a love story, and parallel universes. From allusions to Edgar Allan Poe, 
Shakespeare, Mark Twain, and an encounter with Ernest Hemingway, McAlpine weaves a compact 
tale of mystery, betrayal, disappointment, and the figurative and literal reach of big brother. The 
result is a story both dilettante and devotee can enjoy.” 
              —San Antonio Express-News  
  
“McAlpine’s new meta-detective novel looks to be the most post-modern take on Sherlock Holmes 
since Chabon’s The Final Solution. McAlpine’s work is perfect for those who enjoyed the Will Ferrell 
film Stranger Than Fiction, but wished it wasn’t a comedy.” 
               —LitHub, in its list of “Most Anticipated Crime, Mystery, and Thriller titles of 2018”   
 
“It’s to author McAlpine’s credit that he makes what might have been an arch exercise into a joy to 
read…. It’s a fascinating read, smart and entertaining for all that it’s based on those quantum 
mechanics. That’s right, it’s Holmes confronting alternate universes, and it’s wonderful.” —Booklist 
  
“Will appeal to adventurous Holmes fans who enjoy more modern takes on a literary icon, such as 
James Lovegrove’s Sherlock Holmes and The Shadwell Shadows.” —Library Journal 
 
“Readers curious about an elderly Sherlock Holmes who was never a Victorian gentleman may enjoy 
this offbeat pastiche…” —Publishers Weekly 
  
“It’s hard to create a thrilling narrative using an over-used character like Sherlock Holmes…unless 
you are Gordon McAlpine. The brilliance of the work done by McAlpine in this novel is that he has 
constructed a conventional mystery and yet has also included interesting elements from science and 
other genres…. Traditional mystery needs more authors like Gordon McAlpine: Authors who can 
take enduring characters and narratives, polish them and give them a new beautiful face. This is a 
highly recommended title.” —Mystery Tribune 
  
“Holmes Entangled is Gordon McAlpine at his best—a mind-bending feast of mystery and metafiction 
featuring one of literature’s most endearing and enduring characters. Highly recommended!”  
–Internet Review of Books 
  
“Unique, explosive, meta-physical and just plain awesome. Holmes like you’ve never imagined 
before. This will turn everyone’s mind inside out.” —Nikbooklovers’s Blog 
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“I love this take on Holmes and on the nature of fiction and authorship. Holmes Entangled is a great 
book for readers who like to think of characters as having a real life of their own.” —A Bookish 
Type  
 
 
 
Woman with a Blue Pencil (Seventh Street Books, November 2015) Nominated for an 
Edgar Award 
 

  
 
The novel is rich with high wire, literary gamesmanship that addresses not only the fanciful question 
of what might become of characters that are edited out of a narrative but also the attendant question 
of how the “editing” of our own identities shapes us all.  Additionally, Woman with a Blue Pencil 
indicts the continually shifting sands of bigotry and hatred, a topic as much for our own times as for 
the historical period of the novel, all while providing the page-turning pleasures of an intriguing 
murder mystery and a femme fatale unlike any you’ve met before. 

 
Praise for Woman with a Blue Pencil 

 
“McAlpine’s creative talent is rare and this novel is an exceptional literary treat.” 

—Shelf Awareness, STARRED review 
 

“A masterpiece of metafiction….I don’t know the last time I read a book that made me think that 
much AND had that good of an ending.” —MysteryPeople, PICK OF THE MONTH 

 
“A masterly critique of the mystery novel…McAlpine’s greatest accomplishment is that the book 

works both as a conventional mystery story and as a deconstruction of the genre’s ideology: 
whichever strand readers latch on to, the parallel stories pack a brutal punch.” 

—Publishers Weekly, BOXED, STARRED review 
 

“Woman with a Blue Pencil is a brilliantly structured labyrinth of a novel—something of an enigma 
wrapped in a mystery, postmodernist in its experimental bravado and yet satisfyingly well-grounded 
in the Los Angeles of its World War II era. Gordon McAlpine has imagined a totally unique work of 

What becomes of a character cut from a writer’s working 
manuscript?  A merely metaphysical question for a critic 
or scholar—but far more than that for the character 
himself!  At the heart of Gordon McAlpine’s novel, 
Woman with a Blue Pencil, is Sam Sumida, a first-generation, 
Japanese-American academic who’s been thrust into the 
role of amateur P.I when the L.A.P.D. largely ignores the 
investigation of his young wife’s murder.  On the eve of 
the attack on Pearl Harbor, grief stricken by his wife’s loss 
and disoriented by his ill-prepared change of occupation, 
the worst is yet to come.  
 
Woman with a Blue Pencil is a powerful and fiercely 
imaginative mash-up of Raymond Chandler with Sax 
Rhomer, as orchestrated by Jorge Luis Borges.    
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’mystery’ fiction—one that Kafka, Borges, and Nabokov, as well as Dashiell Hammett, would have 
appreciated.” —Joyce Carol Oates 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
ABOUT THE AUTHOR 

 
 
 
Gordon McAlpine has been described by Publishers Weekly as “a gifted stylist, 
with clean, clear and muscular prose.” A native Californian, he attended the 
M.F.A. Program in Creative Writing at the University of California, Irvine, 
and is the author of several novels, including Hammett Unwritten (written as 
Owen Fitzstephen), an anthology of short crime fiction called Orange County 
Noir, a nonfiction work (with Shawn Green) entitled The Way of Baseball: 
Finding Stillness at 95 MPH, and the middle-grade adventure-mystery trilogy 
The Misadventures of Edgar & Allan Poe.  
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For Sally’s best friend, Lucinda, it’s something else. She trusts in Sally not to just disappear, not after 
they’ve shared so many secrets—especially about the woods and what they saw there. But she’ll 
never tell. No one would believe her anyway. 

As the search for Rebecca and Sally intensifies, and as suspicion falls on Jonah, the disappearances 
become more relentlessly haunting than anyone can imagine. Because what’s seen in the light of day 
is not nearly as terrifying as what remains hidden in the dark… 
 
 
 
The Names of Dead Girls (William Morrow, 2017)  
 
New York Times and USA Today best-selling author Eric Rickstad delivers another Canaan Crime 
novel and features once again detectives Frank Rath and Sonja Test as they track a depraved killer 
through rural Vermont. 

Every murder tells a story. Some stories never end . . .  

In a remote northern Vermont town, college student Rachel Rath is being watched. She can feel the 
stranger’s eyes on her, relentless and possessive. And she’s sure the man watching her is the same 
man who killed her mother and father years ago: Ned Preacher, a serial rapist and murderer who 
gamed the system to get a light sentence. Now, he’s free.  

ERIC RICKSTAD 
www.rickstad.com 
 
What Remains of Her (Morrow, 2018)  

Foreign rights: Czech/ Host 

From the New York Times best-selling author 
of The Silent Girls comes a chilling, harrowing 
thriller set in rural Vermont about a recluse who 
believes the young girl he’s found in the woods is 
the reincarnation of his missing daughter, 
returned to help him solve her and his wife’s 
disappearance. 

I won’t say a word. Cross my heart and hope to die… 

Jonah Baum, a professor of poetry at a local 
college in Vermont, sees his ordinary life come 
tumbling down when his wife and young daughter 
vanish from their home. No evidence of a 
kidnapping. No sign of murder. No proof that 
Rebecca didn’t simply abandon her marriage. Just 
Sally’s crude and chilling drawings, Jonah’s little 
lies, and the sheriff’s nagging fears that nothing is 
what it seems. 
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Detective Frank Rath adopted Rachel, his niece, after the shocking murder of her parents when she 
was a baby. Ever since, Rath’s tried to protect her from the true story of her parents’ deaths. But 
now Preacher is calling Rath to torment him. He’s threatening Rachel and plotting cruelties for her, 
of the flesh and of the mind. When other girls are found brutally murdered, and a woman goes 
missing, Rath and Detective Sonja Test must untangle the threads that tie these new crimes and 
some long-ago nightmares together. Soon they will learn that the truth is more perverse than anyone 
could guess, rife with secrets, cruel desires, and warped, deadly loyalty. 

Mesmerizing, startling, and intricately plotted, The Names of Dead Girls builds relentlessly on its 
spellbinding premise, luring readers into its dark and macabre mystery, right to its shocking end. 

 
Key Selling Points: 
 

• The Silent Girls (the prequel to this book) was originally published in November 2014 as an e-
original under the Witness Impulse imprint and went on to hit both the New York 
Times and USA Today best seller lists, selling more than 180,000 eBooks. 

• Based on strong demand, there followed a trade paperback edition, which has gone on to 
sell 28,000 copies domestically and was a mainstay on best seller lists in Canada. Names of 
Dead Girls marks Eric’s first simultaneous publication as a William Morrow Paperbacks 
original. 

• Thousands of fans wanted to know what happened after the final pages of The Silent Girls. 
Names of Dead Girls picks up where that book left off and shows us what happens between 
Frank Rath and his nemesis, Ned Preacher. 
 

Foreign Rights to THE SILENT GIRLS sold in: Italy to Newtown Compton, in Turkey to Agapi, in 
Greece to Metaixmio, and in the Czech Republic to Host Vydavatelstvi 

 
 

PRAISE FOR THE NAMES OF DEAD GIRLS: 
 

“As I read Eric Rickstad’s latest, The Names of Dead Girls, I felt myself constantly wanting to skip 
ahead—anxious, desperate, to find out what was going to happen. Such is the intoxicating nature of 
the plot. Skipping ahead, however, would be a mistake. Take your time. Savor the wonderfully 
drawn characters and lyrical prose. You’re in the hands of one of the best in the business, at the very 
peak of his form. “ —Michael Harvey, author of Brighton 
  
“Eric Rickstad is the rare writer who can wrap a dark, gritty story in smooth, poetic prose.  If you 
haven’t discovered his work yet, The Names of Dead Girls is the place to start.  It’s a taut, masterful 
thriller and a terrific read.” —Alafair Burke, author The Wife and The Ex  
 
“In The Names of Dead Girls, Eric Rickstad’s brooding, complex hero, Frank Rath, matches wits with 
a resurrected serial killer long-since presumed dead. Lured back onto the force to solve the case, the 
former cop finds himself shackled by the limits of the law and tormented by his own moral compass 
gone haywire. His daughter’s in danger, but will he cross the line to protect her? 

A menacing winter fog blankets northern Vermont in Rickstad’s taut cat-and-mouse 
procedural. Beautifully written with original language and imagery, The Names of Dead Girls is a 
chilling page-turner. The superb cast of characters rings so very true, from the conflicted mom 
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police detective to the troubled Rachel Rath to the anthropomorphic, wet fog. Atmospheric, 
empathetic, and addictive.” —James W. Ziskin, author the Ellie Stone Mysteries   
 
“Eric Rickstad has handed us a diamond of a thriller in The Names of Dead Girls.  
Supremely atmospheric, with a plot as dark and twisted as the book’s compelling and frequently 
devious characters, Rickstad has spun a gritty and chilling tale that leaps from the page thanks to his 
efficient, elegant prose. 
           Rickstad is a seriously gifted writer, and trust me when I say that this book, from its explosive 
beginning to its startling ending, will grab you by the throat and not let go. You have been 
warned.” —Mark Pryor, author of The Book Artist 
 
“The Names of Dead Girls is that brilliant, rare literary thriller: captivating in character, told with 
precision, and fueled by relentless, mounting terror. A compulsive page-turner that will have you 
racing to the end even as you dread what’s coming.” —Steve Weddle, author of Country Hardball 
 
“The Names of Dead Girls is a taut, slick thriller that absolutely races out of the gate. Eric Rickstad has 
a special talent for writing scenes that are almost unbearably tense. Warning: Once you start this one, 
you won’t be able to stop.” —Brad Parks, author of Say Nothing 
 
 
ABOUT THE AUTHOR 
 
Eric Rickstad is the New York Times best-selling author of The Silent Girls, a #1 best-selling Nook and 
#3 Mystery Kindle novel heralded as intelligent and profound, dark, disturbing, and heartbreaking. 
His first novel, Reap, a literary suspense novel, was a New York Times Notable Book. His short stories 
and articles have appeared in many magazines and been nominated for a Pushcart Prize. He holds an 
MFA from the University of Virginia, where he was a Hoyns Fellow and a Corse Fellow.  He lives in 
Vermont with his wife and daughter. 
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Simon Worrall 
simonworrallauthor.com 
 

 
The Very White of Love (HQ, HarperCollins 
UK, June 2018)  
 
The Very White of Love is based on a true story, inspired 
by the author’s discovery of a chocolate box full of 
love letters between his mother, Nancy, and her 
fiancé, Martin Preston, the nephew of the poet Robert 
Graves. Simon Worrall has pieced together the 
fictional narrative using these genuine letters to write a 
heartbreaking and timeless love story. After a 
whirlwind romance, Martin is sent to the battlefields 
of France in 1939, telling Nancy their love will keep 
them safe. Then one day, his letters stop. Nancy will 
do anything to find him, but will she unravel the 
mystery of his disappearance in time?  
  
“Beautifully written and a true piece of history, Simon 
has pieced together a story that has just been waiting 
to be told for over seventy years. HQ are immensely 
proud to be publishing The Very White of Love.”  
—Charlotte Mursell, editor at HQ. 
 
 
 

 
 

About the Author 
 
S. C. Worrall was born in Wellington, England, and spent his 
childhood in Eritrea, Paris, and Singapore. Since 1984, he has been a 
full-time, freelance journalist and book author. He has written for 
National Geographic, GQ, The London Times and The Guardian. He has 
also made frequent appearances on Radio & TV, including the BBC’s 
From Our Own Correspondent, NPR, and PBS. He speaks six 
languages and has lived in or visited more than 70 countries. The Very 
White of Love is his debut novel. 
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SPITZER AGENCY REPRESENTATION OVERSEAS 

 
BRAZIL/ Agencia Literaria Riff 

Laura Riff: laura@agenciariff.com.br, 
João Paulo Riff: joaopaulo@agenciariff.com.br 

 
SPAIN, PORTUGAL, AND LATIN AMERICA / International Editors’ Co. 

Amaiur Fernandez: amaiur.fernandez@internationaleditors.com> 
 

BULGARIA/ ELST Literary Agency 
Kalina Stefanova: 111@kalina-stefanova.com 

 
CHINA, TAIWAN, VIETNAM, MALAYSIA/ Non-Exclusive 

 
Big-Apple Agency / Chris Lin: chris-lin@big-apple1-china.com 

 
Grayhawk Agency / Gray Tan:  Gray Tan: grayhawk@grayhawk-agency.com 

 
 

EASTERN EUROPE / Prava I Prevodi:  
Milena Kaplarevic: milena@pravaiprevodi.org,  

 
FRANCE/ Agence Michelle Lapautre:  

Catherine Lapautre: Catherine@lapautre.com 
 

GERMANY, SWITZERLAND, AUSTRIA/ Mohrbooks Literary Agency:  
Sebastian Ritscher: sebastian.ritscher@mohrbooks.com,  

 
ISRAEL/ The Deborah Harris Agency 

Efrat Lev: efrat@thedeborahharrisagency.com 
 

ITALY/ The Italian Literary Agency  
Chiara Piovan: Chiara.Piovan@italianagency.com 

 
JAPAN/ Tuttle-Mori Agency 

Misa Morikawa: misa@tuttlemori.com  
Ken Mori: ken@tuttlemori.com 

 
KOREA / Eric Yang Agency 

Sue Yang: sueyang@eyagency.com 
 

RUSSIA/ Prava i Prevodi 
Ana Milenkovic: ana@pravaiprevodi.org 
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SCANDINAVIA / Alexander Schwarz Literary Agency 

Alexander Schwarz: alexander@alexanderschwarzliteraryagency.com 
 

THE NETHERLANDS / Marianne Schonbach Literary Agency 
Diana Gvozden: d.gvozden@schonbach.nl 

 
TURKEY / Kalem Agency 

Fiction: Nazlı Gürkaş: rights@kalemagency.com 
Nonfiction: Hazal Baydur: rights3@kalemagency.com 

 
UK / The Abner Stein Agency 

Kate McLennan: kate@abnerstein.co.uk, 
Caspian Dennis: caspian@abnerstein.co.uk 

 
 
 
 
 

FILM & TV RIGHTS:  
Intellectual Property Group Literary Management  

www.ipglm.com 
Joel Gotler:  joel@ipglm.com 

 


